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C4X Discovery CEO, Clive Dix, receives OBN Special Recognition Award 2021 
 
 
26 November 2021 – C4X Discovery Holdings plc (AIM: C4XD), is honoured to announce that CEO, Dr Clive Dix has 
received the Special Recognition Award at the OBN 2021 Awards for his life-long contribution to the UK life sciences 
industry.   
 
Eva-Lotta Allan, Chairman of C4X Discovery, commented: “The prestigious OBN Awards celebrate the very best of UK 

life science.  We are therefore very proud of all that Clive has achieved throughout his career, and in particular, here 

at C4XD.  Clive is a veteran of the UK biotechnology industry with more than 30 years of experience, with a strong 

track record as a serially successful entrepreneur and an experienced pharmaceutical R&D executive.  He has the 

scientific expertise, industry experience and leadership qualities that are needed to grow companies in such a 

challenging industry.  Over the past year, in addition to his corporate work, Clive has played a leading role in the UK 

Vaccine Taskforce which has been recognised as leading one of the most successful rollouts of the COVID-19 

vaccination globally.  Clive is an inspiration to us here at C4XD and it is wonderful to see the recognition across the 

industry for all his contributions to our thriving life sciences sector.” 
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Notes to Editors: 
 
About C4X Discovery 
 
C4X Discovery (“C4XD”) is a pioneering Drug Discovery company combining scientific expertise with cutting-edge Drug 
Discovery technologies to efficiently deliver world-leading medicines, which are developed by our partners for the 
benefit of patients.  We have a highly valuable and differentiated approach to Drug Discovery through our enhanced 
DNA-based target identification and candidate molecule design capabilities, generating small molecule drug 
candidates across multiple disease areas including inflammation, neurodegeneration, oncology and addictive 
disorders.  Our commercially attractive portfolio ranges from early stage novel target opportunities to late stage Drug 



 
 

 

Discovery programmes ready for out-licensing to partners and we have two commercially partnered programmes with 
one candidate in clinical development.  
 
We collaborate with leading pharmaceutical and life sciences companies to enrich our expertise and take our assets 
through pre-clinical and clinical development.  Through early-stage revenue-generating licensing deals, we realise 
returns from our high value pre-clinical assets which are reinvested to maximise the value of our Drug Discovery 
portfolio.  For more information visit us at www.c4xdiscovery.com or follow us on twitter @C4XDiscovery . 
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